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  Abstract 

The title of the novel Arrow of God comes from an Igbo proverb in which an event 

or a person is said to represent the desire of God. Arrow of God deals with the fight for 

power and authority between the tribe and the missionaries and furthermore strife inside 

the Igbo clan. The former culture of Igbo group is depicted through the alluring style of 

portrayal with the various changes in African culture due to the new faith like 

Christianity, elevating the problems of the crisis in the identity amongst Igbo community. 

And furthermore clashes inside the Igbo convention and European culture bring out the 

identity problems. The identity crisis and disruption of African cultural society dealt with 

the equal insight and involvement after the advent of the missionaries in Nigeria. This is 

elevated beautifully by exalted usage of language and style and also usage of proverbs. 

Key words-Igbo- Community, Clan-People lives in Igbo community,“Onwa 

atuo”- We do not want Okperi to choose war 

The uniqueness of Achebe's style is the usage of proverbs, which often exemplify the 

values and flavour of the rural Igbo tradition. Throughout the story he sprinkles which adds 

flavour to African tradition. The use of proverbs in Arrow of God "serves to create through 

an echo effect the judgment of a community upon an individual violation (Gera Anjali 

93). Here are few examples cited. Ezeulu while talking to Ogbuefi Egowanne says this 

proverb “Put a piece of live coal into the child’s palm and ask him to carry it with care.” 
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(AOG 25) During the conversation between Uduezue and Akukali, Uduezue says this 

Proverb “we have a saying that a toad does not run in day unless something is after it.” 

(AOG 20) 

The important aspect of Achebe’s novels, are proverbs especially in Things Fall 

Apart and Arrow of God, as the setting, characterization and the very structure of the novel 

are intelligently framed and it became the  repository elements of the given culture, 

Donatus Nwoga says : 

The Ibo proverbs can be relevant in two ways, depending on the 

context- the illuminative and the corrective. In Achebe’s novel 

both types are found. Corrective use refers to that which is not 

direct, is oblique in its usage, designed to produce an 

understanding or reaction in the person concerned, without 

directly involving the speaker. The illuminative use on the other 

hand, directly reinforces ideas by recalling traditional wisdom to 

support a given statement and is mainly to be found in the formal 

address, oratory, discussion etc. (198) 

The flavour of Igbo world with its beauty and dignity can be portrayed only 

through the terms borrowed from its language. It is very much clear in  Achebe’s Arrow 

of God which contain the bounteous number of non-translated Igbo words like ofo, 

ikenga, alusi, “Onwa atuo” (AOG 2 ) etc., and also directly-translated Igbo sentences 

like, “‘We do not want Okperi to choose war; nobody eats war’” (AOG 21). 

“The fly that has no one to advise it follows the corpse” (AOG 26). Nwaka 

shrewdly utilizes the debate on Okepri to present himself as the hero of the 
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people’s cause and make a bid for the leadership. For example while addressing 

the gathering says “The Man who carries a deity is not a king” (AOG 26). 

 He says Ezeulu is there to perform his God’s ritual and to carry sacrifice to him. 

He adds but Ezeulu is that the man of ambition, he wants to be the king, Priest, diviner 

and one and all. Ezeulu asks Nwafo and the women and children to go back to the 

compound and says “The inquisitive monkey gets a bullet in face” (AOG 44). Ezeulu 

after finding Oduches action he asks all to go back to the compound. 

In another incident Ezeulu says to his friend “Men of today have learned to 

shoot without missing and so I have to fly without perching.” He wants one of his sons 

to join the mission and to his eye there in the mission (AOG 46). A man in assembly said 

that about Whiteman’s roads. “When the roof and walls of a house fall in, the ceiling is not 

left standing” (AOG 85).Another tribe of the village Nweke Upaka says “Only a foolish 

man can go after a leopard with his bare hands” (AOG 85). 

 
The conversation of Ezeulu goes like “we have a saying that the very thing 

which kills the mother rat prevents its little ones from opening their eyes (AOG 62) 

During the visit of Ezeulu's in-law, Onwuzuligbo, Ezeulu greets him adds by uttering the 

proverb that his death must be near, because this is such an unusual sight of imprisoning the 

python. Neweke Ukpaka says to his kinsman “The very house he has been seeking ways 

of pulling down will have caught fire of its own will.(AOG46).He also adds “That a 

man may refuse to what is asked of him but may not refuse to be asked” (AOG46). 

Ezeulu while conversing with his friend Akuebue says” You do not expect me 

to provide the snuff and also the walking around, to give you a wife and find you a mat to 
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sleep on” (AOG96). Akuebue visits Ezeulu. He is one of the few men in Umuaro that 

Ezeulu respects also close friend of Ezeulu. The two men exchange greetings by 

offering Kolanut and start their conversation using the proverb which is the hallmark of 

Igbo tradition. On Obika's whipping Akuebue says to Edogo “Again and again in the 

same direction we can be sure that somewhere there is something happened which 

touched the roots of her life” (AOG96). Akuebue enquires Edogo about Obika , and 

also Ezeulu repeats the question. Edogo expressed that he has gone because Ezeulu 

refused to ask for his side of the story before blaming him. Ezeulu is silenced such an 

unexpected denigration. Akuebue tries to calm down Ezeulu by reminding Edogo that a 

father has more wisdom than his sons.. Medicine man Aniegboka says” Do we not say 

that the flute player must sometimes stop to wipe his nose. AOG” (127) Oyilide says 

“The offering of a hawk cannot fail to devor chicks.” (AOG 128) 

Again in another conversation between Ezeleu and Akuebue he adds 

that white the man who brings ant infested faggots into his hut should 

not grumble when lizards begin to pay him a visit (AOG 131). Akuebue 

while talking to Ezeulu questions him about sending his son to strange 

religion for the purpose of getting education and  for that Ezeulu adds A 

disease that has never been seen before cannot be cured with everyday 

herbs (AOG 133). He also adds “No matter how many spirits plotted a 

man’s death it would come to nothing unless his personal God (AOG 

136). He also adds “As soon we shake hands with a leopard he will want 

an embrace” (AOG144). 
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Nawka another young man of the village also rival to Ezeulu adds that man who brings 

ant-ridden faggots into his hut should expect the visit of lizards (AOG144). The often repeated  

proverb “A toad does not run in daytime for nothing” and “whenever you see a toad jumping in 

broad daylight then know that something is after its life “indicates there will be obvious reason 

for the unusual incidents alludes the fall of Umuofia customary culture and tradition and 

perching the white man's religion and pitiless laws. 

 

Achebe’s novels are not mere novels of ethics of life. He has blended carefully life 

style of the Igbo people, their customs, religious beliefs, their superstitious beliefs, food, 

agriculture, festival, marriage, funeral rights and also the use of folk tales, proverbs as 

pattern of their language in order to portray traditional Igbo life to the whole world.  
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